
Date:  Monday, August 25, 2008 
To:  Simpson260.com 
From:  Fred Scoles 
Subject: Information about the enclosed Simpson 1000 data charts 
 
The data chart that is already on your website is the “Supplemental & Obsolete” list from 
the last half of the Operations Manual. It was also later reprinted in 3-62 as a separate 
document titled “Model 1000 Seldom Used and Obsolete Tube Supplement”. Therefore, I 
am not including this data list. 
 
The main roller data chart I have included is labeled “Model No. 1000, January, 1962”. 
These photocopied pages were from an original paper roll housed inside a tester; which 
explains why there are some duplication of a few listings at the bottom and top of each 
page.  This 1962 roll contains the main tube chart data that is not found on any of the 
“supplement” listings.  It is one of the newer (latest) rolls Simpson had published. 
According to the enclosed 1965 Supplement pages, Simpson had published a May 1964 
roller chart, but we have not yet found any copy of this 1964 roller (and may never will). 
The earliest known Simpson 1000 roller chart was 1954. I have enclosed only the 1962 
roller chart because it contains all of the tube data listings that were ever contained in all 
the earlier roller charts, and the newer listings to that date. We also have file copies of the 
1956, 1958, and 1960 roller charts.  
 
The single handwritten data page contains the “missing data” from two places on this 
roller chart that were repaired years ago with the clear (aka “scotch tape”) tape that 
darkened the paper to the point of obscuring the data under the repair tape; these places 
photocopied as solid black. I transcribed this missing data to a page in my handwriting. 
Every Simpson 1000 roller chart that I’ve seen are all on very thick paper which became 
very brittle with age. This 1962 chart was in better physical condition than some others 
I’ve seen.  Nowadays, we know to use an acid-free high quality library-quality repair tape 
on documents that need to last a long time. I’m not sure how you will be including or 
splicing in this “missing data”, so I have written the ID title lightly in pencil so it may get 
erased.  
 
Simpson Model 1000 testers are one of the more respected emission-style tube testers, 
and are still commonly used today, even though the last units were sold new in 1962. It 
was well designed, durable, dependable, and easy to use. It was the model tube tester that 
the Eico (kit) company apparently copied (in about 1956) for their Eico Model 666 (and 
later the Model 667) testers, which became immensely popular. These Simpson and Eico 
testers are still used by many vintage Radio, HiFi and Electronics enthusiasts. They are 
bought and sold every day on the internet auction sites such as Ebay. The list price of a 
new Simpson 1000 was $133, but only approx $40 for an unassembled Eico kit.  
 
This Simpson Model 1000 test data is useable with both the Simpson 1000 and the Eico 
666 & 667 testers. These printed data listings can be easily set up on either brand tester 
by applying a simple data/nomenclature translation of the testers’ panel switches and 
knobs. I have included two photos (black & white, because I don’t have a color printer), 



one photo of each of my Simpson 1000 and Eico 667 testers; that shows the panel 
switches translation (tape labels) from Simpson to Eico, or vice-versa. I will also email to 
you the color digital photos of these two panels, along with the MSWord file of this 
memo, so you may edit or use any portion of it. One could also write this panel 
translation information into a table or small chart, but everyone who has received these 
photos says they are easy to use with their Simpson or Eico testers.  
 
The Simpson Model 1000 Nuvistor 5-pin adaptor, described on page 9 of the March ’63 
Supplement has a different pinout scheme from other brands of testers and the various  
adapter boxes. The Nuvistor data chart in this 1963 supplement matches only this 
Simpson adaptor’s wiring scheme. The commonly found adaptor boxes such as the Eico 
Models 610 or 610A and the Coletronics B-16, have Nuvistor socket wirings which do 
not match this Simpson Nuvistor data chart!!  This should not create a problem for 
anyone, because one should always carefully check the pinout diagram of a Nuvistor tube 
before testing it on a tube tester.  


























